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Introduction

Geodesic attributes thinnings

An attribute opening is an idempotent, anti-extensive and increasing
operator that removes, in the case of binary images, all the connected
components (CC) which do not fulfill a given criterion. When the
increasingness property is dropped, more general algebraic thinnings
are obtained. We propose in this paper, to use criteria based on the
geodesic diameter to build algebraic thinnings for grayscale images. An
application to the extraction of cracks is then given to illustrate the
performance of the proposed filters. Finally, we will discuss the
advantages of these new operators compared to other methods.
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With this attribute operator, we defined a filter, Att X, called an
attribute thinning, which is anti-extensive and idempotent :
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Let I: D  V be a binary image with D  Z² and V = {0;1}
Let X  I be an object such that X = {X  D | I(x) = 1}
Let { Xi } be the set of connected components of X
Let C be a given criterion parameterized by 
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Binary to Grayscale Extension, like Opening (OBGE):
Let f: D  V be a grayscale image with D  Z² and V = {0,…, N}
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Results : Crack detection

Let Th(f) be the threshold of f at level h

Att fx= sup { h  {0, …, N} | x   Att (Th(f)) }
Binary to Grayscale Extension, like Thinning (TBGE):
initial signal
using the OBGE method
using the TBGE method
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Grayscale thinning with the criterion: have a length equal to λ

Geodesic attributes
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Geodesic diameter [2]:
Let x, y be two points from X and dX(x,y) be the
shortest path between x and y. The geodesic
diameter is the longest geodesic arc within X:

Conclusion & Perspectives

L(X) = sup dX(x, y)
x,y  X

Geodesic elongation [2] :
E(X) =

Geodesic tortuosity:

We have presented new attributes thinnings based on geodesic criteria.
The extraction of long and elongated structures is easy and is made in an
efficient way. These filters are flexible as we have a representation of the
length, the elongation or the tortuosity of the fibres.
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Future work will include granulometries and ultimate thinnings with
geodesic attributes. The extension to 3D images will be straightforward as
we only need to change the connectivity of these filters. Finally, we will
work on the barycentric diameter theory.
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